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Abstract--- A virtual office is a business platform exists in cyberspace. A virtual office setup allows business 

owners and employees to work from any location by using technology such as laptop computers and cell phones 

with internet access. A virtual office can provide significant savings and flexibility compared to renting a traditional 

office space. This system enables the employer to monitor the employees remotely. Meetings can be conducted via 

teleconferencing and video conferencing, and documents can be transmitted electronically. Any file transferred will 

be encrypted to ensure the confidentiality of the data. Integrity check will be done by the system during downloading 

or receiving the files. The USB ports will be protected to ensure no files can be transferred to the external drive. 

Digital invoice will be generated instead of manual invoice that need to use digital signature to ensure non-

repudiation. This digital invoice will be more efficient to track any transaction history and at the same time will 

make stock monitoring will be more efficient as any invoice issued the product,  stock will automatically deducted 

from central database. The user can set the system to notify the user when the available stock less than the amount 

set by the users. This research paper analyzing the user requirements towards the need of virtual office and 

conceptual diagram proposed as per overall virtual office services that required by the target users which are small 

and medium enterprise companies. 

Keywords--- Virtual Office System, SME, Integrity Check, Secure Deletion, USB Block, Remote Monitoring. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Virtual office, a common business platform acquires by organizations to enhance performance of employees in 

achieve business objectives. In addition, virtual office provides convenient to employees and employers to complete 

their tasks at anywhere and anytime with the usage of computing platform such as mobile, computers, web 

applications and operating systems.  

Moreover, virtual office assist organizations to save expenses on expanding working environments with the 

increase numbers of employees as all the tasks able to present virtually such as video conferencing and real-time 

online sharing documents.  As all the tasks transmission pass through internet access, it is crucial to ensure security 

on the transmission method of the confidential documents and data. File Transmission Protocol (FTP) shall 
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encrypted with proposed algorithm to prevent accessible from unauthorized personnel. Meanwhile, transmission of 

data through external hard drive or Universal Serial Bus (USB) shall prohibited to ensure internal security of 

organization. In addition, virtual office application shall generate digital invoice instead of physical invoice for 

employees to issue towards clients. All the transmission of digital invoice will be recorded to ease tracking process 

for person in charge whenever there is need to doing so. The aforementioned digital invoice also assists stock 

monitoring to keep inventory amounts up-to-date with database. 

As organizations continue to expand, probability for workplace issue escalate proportionally which eventually 

causes numerous potential levels of impact related with employee, sensitive business data confidentiality and 

inefficiency of stock processing function. The aforementioned impact often resulting in performance distortion issue 

of employee which eventually disrupt business benefits of organization. 

First of all, there are circumstances employer facing difficulties in constantly monitoring performance of staffs 

with current working environment as employer might need to attend meeting and business trip and not able to 

constantly stay in office. In addition, it is difficult for small-medium enterprise employer to keep with employees’ 

progress individually as this will take enormous amount of times which violated definition of efficiency [1]. 

Besides, meeting schedule might occur delay due to unavoidable reasons which affect employee apprise progress 

towards employer. 

Meanwhile, organizations facing numerous of challenges in protecting data confidentiality due to rapid 

development of information technology such as cybercrime and low IT security awareness of employee. The 

aforementioned challenges put organization into enormous hazard by compromising the entire business operation 

workflow in case attacker manage to breach into security of business infrastructure and facilities which eventually 

causes data leakage and exposed business assets. In addition, low security awareness of employee often utilizes by 

attackers with numerous type of cybercrime attack method such as malicious software and spoofed application [2].  

There are several methods for malware attack to invade computing machine of victims. Malicious software often 

spread via file transmission among the employees’ computing machine with the usage of email or file sharing in 

workgroup. Attacker often using phishing attack by imitate as authorized email sender towards victim with email 

that consist infected email attachments [3]. In addition, malicious software often spread to devices and computing 

machine within same internal network. 

One of the famous social engineering attacks is spoofed application function by tricking victim’s access into fake 

application purpose to fraud victim in providing attackers with confidential business data and financial information 

of organization [14]. The aforementioned issue also known as website defacement attack which purpose to 

compromise and vandalize application by replacing original information and content into counterfeit information 

[4]. The aforementioned attack able to achieve with the utilization of SQL injections by exploiting vulnerabilities of 

the application database currently in use by organization with SQL queries to dump and modify information stored. 

Inventory inefficiency also one of the existing problems of organization which will increase time consumption 

for employee in managing amount of inventory [5]. This is due to the acquisition of outdated inventory management 

system where components not working in sync by the time client purchase certain amount of products. In addition, 
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poor categorization management of products also one of the crucial factors which causing inventory inefficiency. An 

efficient inventory system shall update amount of products automatically once every transaction made and able to 

customize product sorting according to preference and requirement of users. 

II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 

Questionnaires used to gather the requirements of the users for secure virtual office system. The questionnaire 

will be distributed online so that participants can participate in the questionnaire with their own devices at any time. 

 

Figure 1: Acceptance to Work Remotely 

According to data gained from pie chart in figure 1, 70% of respondents prefer virtual remote website 

application as working environment and meanwhile, there are 30% of respondents prefer traditional office as 

working environment. This shows an overwhelming majority of participants agree that employers should allow 

employees to work remotely. Thus, further validating the need for an online Virtual Office.  

 

Figure 2: Employee Monitoring Remotely 

Based on the pie chart in figure 2, 60% of participants agree that employers should be able to track employees 

working remotely, with less than 10% participants disagreeing. This is a subjective topic due to personal privacy and 

accountability reasons, hence 1/3 of participants were unsure whether to agree or disagree Working remotely will 

make the employee feel more convenient while the employer still can monitor the employee remotely. Hence this 

could increase the productivity of the employee and also the employer.  
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Figure 3: Notification of Data Breach 

Figure 3 shows that 90% of the participants agree that business owners should be able to receive SMS alerts or 

notification if there is anything detected by the system such as malware, data breach or any other suspicious 

activities that could give impact to the business.  

 

Figure 4: File integrity Validation 

According to bar chart in figure 4, 50% of respondents rate the priority of file integrity validation with high 

while there is only 3% of respondents rate the priority of file integrity validation with low. This means that most 

people nowadays are aware on file security where only authorized party that allow to do any modification to the 

files. Integrity check for the file is important to ensure the originality of the file. 

 

Figure 5: The Importance of Data Encryption 
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Pie chart in figure 5 shows that 100% of the participants agree that encryption of data is a priority in order to 

prevent data theft. This shows that participants prefer their data to be encrypted and stored securely. 

 

Figure 6: Acceptance of Secure Deletion of the Data 

According to the analysis from the data shown in the figure 6 pie chart, 80% of participants agree that businesses 

should always securely delete data while 20% only think that secure deletion of data should only happen for 

sensitive data. This may be due to the complexity and speed of securely deleting data. Nevertheless, all of the 

participants agree that sensitive data should be deleted. 

 

Figure 7: Types of Log File to Generate 

According to the graph in figure 7, almost every participant believe that an online virtual office system should 

have logging for the above tasks. This is to ensure that all the users’ activities are being keep track so that any 

circumstances can be traced back for recovery or any other security action purposes. 

As per overall analysis based on the data collected, a vast majority of participants do not mind to work remotely, 

thus having a need for a virtual office system. According to the data collected, location tracking while working 

remotely is just slightly acceptable, with many participants opting to share only their location to their employers. 

From the data gathered, the researchers also can see that there is a demand for video conferencing and automated 

secure deletion of the files. Since participants value their privacy and prefer to encrypt their network traffic, the 

Secure Smart Virtual Online Office will also use network traffic encryption to prevent data theft. In conclusion, the 

original features that were planned by the researchers will be retained after analyzing the data. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section discussing on the conceptual diagram of Secure Virtual office system based on analysis on users’ 

requirements towards the system. 

 

Figure 8: Conceptual Diagram of Secure Virtual Office Services 

The components of the conceptual diagram of the system are:  

 Accessing Devices 

The system can be accessed through laptop, desktop and also mobile phone. The system is web application that 

can access from any devices as the system developed to make it responsive to any type of devices. 

 Secure Virtual Office Services 

To ensure the security of the system, several services provided which are: 

 Remotely monitor the staffs and identify their exact location. 

 One of the ways to track location is by using the Global Positioning System (GPS). GPS is currently one of 

the most widely used geo-location technology to identify location, pinpoint an object or a person’s location 

on Earth [6]. As GPS technology become increasingly common, almost every smartphone nowadays has a 

GPS receiver installed within it. As quoted by Djuknic & Richton in 2001, “Assisted-GPS technology offers 

superior accuracy, availability, and coverage at a reasonable cost”. Services which are given the permission 

to record location histories are able to gather the data and places where someone has been to [15]. 

 Other technologies such as WiFi positioning system also exists as a way for determining location. While the 

GPS is a good way to obtain location data outdoors, it works poorly for indoor environments due to its 

reliance of satellites visibility [7]. A research done by Woo, et al. in 2010 has found that using WiFi-based 

indoor positioning systems were accurate within a 5m variance, proving the utility of WiFi-based 

positioning systems. 

 Companies which collects and aggregates data using technologies mentioned above such as Google are able 

to create products such as Google Maps which has massively improved quality of life for people all over the 

world. As pointed out by Tahir, 2015, with the help of Google’s databases, a user is able to track his location 

in real time. 
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 Digital Signature 

As Virtual office system is going to use all e-documents hence the use of digital signature will enhance the 

security of the system. Digital signature is implemented to the invoice that issued to the customer to guarantees that 

the contents of the invoices have not been altered in transit. Besides that the use of digital signature is also to 

guarantee that the individual that sending the invoice really is who he or she claims to be. 

 Secure Deletion 

Being able to delete data is a very common function in every operating system, however the delete function in 

most operating system does not really delete data from the hard disk, it merely removes the visible link to the data, 

and marks the storage block as free on the hard disk. Expensive forensic techniques such as magnetic force 

microcopy etc. are even able to reconstruct overwritten data from hard disks [8].  

Many methods have been invented to address this issue at the lowest layer possible – the physical layer which 

depending on the medium may be flash memory or a magnetic drive [9].  Proposed a method for secure deletion for 

magnetic hard disks using Run-Length Limited (RLL), Modified Frequency Modulation (MFM) or Partial-Response 

Maximum-Likelihood (PRML) encoding methods. The basic concept of his method is by overwriting each region of 

the disk up to 35 times with multiple patterns to securely delete data. 

However, data encoding techniques have advanced a lot since Gutmann’s paper was published, Gutmann himself 

has stated that his method is no longer needed as a few passes of writing random data to modern drives is more than 

sufficient [9]. For flash memory such as the consumer NAND flash memory, data can only be accessed by blocks or 

pages, added on by the fact that microcontrollers which use technologies such as wear leveling can make secure 

deletion hard [10].  Thus, proposed a method that is by encrypting the data with a key then overwriting the key with 

random data multiple times which should result in the effect of a secure deletion [11]. 

 Cryptography 

According to research and analysis on AES, DES and RSA encryption algorithms conducted, the researchers 

conduct comparison among three aforementioned encryption algorithms based on the performance and security level 

[12]. Conclude that RSA is the most secure encryption algorithm in terms of decryption and encryption time 

comparing with AES and DES. According to experimental results, encryption and decryption using RSA require 

more time consumption which ensure the performance of RSA in securing data [16]. 

Based on the findings proposed, RSA encryption which is the most popular asymmetric encryption systems 

using to date function by using public key and private key as authentication method. RSA consist three levels which 

are RC4, RC5 and RC6. RC4 is a variable key size stream cipher based on the use of random arrangement while 

RC5 emphasize on parameterized algorithm with a variable block. RC6 is an evolution of RC5which including 

feature of multiplication of integer for 4 bit working registers which make it so secure in terms of data encryption. 

Thus, researcher shall acquire RSA as encryption algorithm for the data transferred in proposed system to ensure 

data integrity and confidentiality [12] [16]. 
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 File Integrity Check 

The researchers propose system, Tripwire as file system integrity checker which facilitate process in monitoring 

a set of files and directories for UNIX system administrator in case unauthorized modifications occur. The 

mechanism for the proposed system work by comparing unique identifier of file system with duplicated version of 

file system. In case there is any unmatched identifier, Tripwire will detect the changes and thus able to ensure file 

integrity. Meanwhile, signature model acquired by Tripwire including MD5, MD4 and MD2 [13]. 

Tripwire system consist vulnerability and weakness which might interfere user experience. Tripwire using an 

unencrypted database which is readable in case anyone manage to access to the internal system. In order to secure 

the database, the system shall acquire tamper-proof database on a write-protect disk which can only access in 

reading mode. Besides, the acquisition of MD5 as hashing function for signature model in Tripwire consist 

vulnerability in collision and able to decrypt easily with current existing decryption technology such as Cain & 

Abel. Thus, Tripwire shall acquire SHA-256 as replacement hash function value instead of MD5 as SHA-256 

consist larger bit size which make it less susceptible to brute force attacks [13]. 

 USB Blocker 

Virtual office system able to detect any external drive that plug in to the system and block the port. Blocking any 

external drive that detected at the workstation is to prevent the leakage of private and confidential data. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS  

In conclusion, a secure platform for employees to perform their task is very much needed. This system will solve 

the needs by combining security, ease of use, and custom business requirements together into one. 

Tasks such as secure deletion of data will be performed automatically when users perform a delete operation on 

data that is stored within the database. This way, the user experience is not impacted and data is securely deleted 

from the system and hard disks. This will also ensure that attackers are unable to recover deleted information from 

the hard disks. 

Furthermore, by implementing network traffic encryption on the server, users of the system can just connect to 

the system without worrying data interception from potential attackers on the network. Security will be kept in mind 

while developing the system to make it hard for potential attackers to deface the system and steal data. 

Through the research and data gathering, the researcher will have adequate data and information that will aid 

them in developing the system. While developing the system, security will be the one of the highest priority as it is 

extremely important for a business platform to be secure to prevent financial damages and loss. 
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